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Chess has no age limit anyone can learn, play and enjoy the
game and so we have started a new batch every Saturday

and Sunday for adults. 
Organized a midterm camp (Australian time) for

beginners. We have designed its curriculum to cater for
anyone who is new to Chess. 
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CHESS LEGENDS/

Judit Polgar is the greatest female chess players of all time.
Polgar is the best woman to have ever played the game. 

Polgar has defeated world champions like Gary Kasparov,
Anatoly Karpov, Viswanathan Anand, Boris Spassky, 

Vladimir Kramnik.
Polgar is the only woman to have crossed the 2700-rating

threshold that many consider as the “Super GM” distinction. 
 She became the  youngest grandmaster in history at the age

of 15 years and four months.
From the age of 12, she was the top-ranked female player in

the world for more than 26 years, till her retirement in 2014. 
Her peak ranking was No. 8 in the world and her peak rating

was 2735. She  retired from professional chess in 2014

Chess can open up a kid's
brain, and develop it in a
playful creative way. They
can learn playfully about
creative, strategic, and
logical thinking, and quick
problem-solving. 

STAR OF THE MONTH

Our star of the month is VARISH TARIGOPULA. He
has achieved an International FIDE Rating. He

started playing chess in May 2020 and has been
able to receive the rating within a short period

of time .

JUDITH POLGAR

- JUDITH POLGAR
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https://www.chess.com/players/anatoly-karpov
https://www.chess.com/players/viswanathan-anand
https://www.chess.com/players/boris-spassky
https://www.chess.com/players/vladimir-kramnik


SPECIALTY MOVES

Castling is a move in the game of chess involving a player's king and
either of the player's original rooks. It is the only move in chess in
which a player moves two pieces in the same move, and it is the only
move aside from the knight's move where a piece can be said to
"jump over" another.

Promotion in chess is a rule that requires a pawn that reaches the
eighth rank to be replaced by the player's choice of a bishop, knight,
rook, or queen of the same color. The piece chosen cannot be
another king nor another pawn. The new piece replaces the pawn on
its starting square on the same move. Pawn promotion, or the threat
of it, often decides the result in an endgame. Since the queen is the
most powerful piece, the vast majority of promotions are to a queen

 It is a special pawn capture that can only occur immediately after a
pawn makes a move of two squares from its starting square, and it
could have been captured by an enemy pawn had it advanced only
one square. The opponent captures the just-moved pawn "as it
passes" through the first square. The result is the same as if the pawn
had advanced only one square and the enemy pawn had captured it
normally.

 

PROMOTION:

CASTLING:

EN PASSANT:

BEGINNER'S CORNER
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chess
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/King_(chess)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rook_(chess)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knight_(chess)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rules_of_chess
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pawn_(chess)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glossary_of_chess#rank
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bishop_(chess)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knight_(chess)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rook_(chess)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Queen_(chess)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glossary_of_chess#color
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/King_(chess)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chess_endgame
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pawn_(chess)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glossary_of_chess#capture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rules_of_chess#Basic_moves


Snippet of the Interview:
1. At what age did you start playing chess?

A. I started chess at the age of 7 and learned chess from my Father.
2. Can you recall a specific turning point? (A game, event, working

with a coach, etc)

A. After the rating in 2003 I became serious with chess and also the
Chess Tournament in Saharanpur 2003, It was the last round and I was
leading but then I have made a blunder due to the pressure and lost the
game. I have learned from my mistakes with my father's help so yeah
2003 was a turning point for me.
 3. What is your favorite sports quote?

A. Every Chessmaster was once a beginner.
4. Do you have any heroes or role models that you look up to?

A. Viswanathan Anand
5. What is your best game memory or the best Tournament

performance?

A. In the year 2009 I have won 3 matches continuously against 3
International players 

KNOW YOUR COACH/

Sumit Grover has two decades of playing and 9 years of coaching
experience, he trained many budding youth players who went on to

enhance the game strength and gradually increased there rating
from 1200 to 1950 

 He won the silver medal in <2100 in prestigious Abu Dhabi
International open tournament 2016.

Won the All india open for <2000 in bhubaneshwar.
Participated in and around 27 National Championships (Age

groups, Sub-junior, Junior, U25, Sr Nationals, National Team, and
National cities Team championships 2000- 2019).

Peak FIDE Rating: 2074
FIDE Title: FIDE instructor

SUMIT GROVER
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PUZZLE CORNER

Solution:

Tal, Mihail - Botvinnik, Mikhail
World Championship 23th Moscow (17), 1960

This position is from round 17 of the Botvinnik -
Tal World Championship Match (1960).

Mikhail Tal was born in Riga, Latvia in 1940. At
six, he learned chess from his father, a medical
doctor. Tal became the youngest World Chess
Champion with a match victory over Mikhail
Botvinnik. This record was broken by Garry

Kasparov in 1985. Suffering from poor health, Tal
lost the rematch with Botvinnik in 1961. He never

qualified for a title match again.
Mikhail Botvinnik was born in Kuokkala, near

Viipuri (Today, Vyborg) in what was then Finland.
He was raised in Leningrad (now St. Petersburg).

He learned the game early and progressed
rapidly, winning the 1st of his 6 USSR

Championships in 1931; the other 5 victories were
in 1933, 1939, 1944, 1945 and 1952. . He became

the World Champion in 1948.
 

40.Rxa6+The white rook clears the way for
White's queen to the square b6. bxa6
41.Qb6+The white queen attacks Black's
king, which is defending Black's pawn. Ka8 
42.Qxa6+The white queen forks Black's king
and rook. Ra7
43.Qxc8# Backrank mate

Mikhail TalMikhail Botvinik
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UPCOMING EVENTS

IMPORTANT WEBSITES

Asian Youth Chess Championships
Open & Girls under 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 &
18 Girls 21 - 24 October 2021 Boys 28 -
31 October 2021
Western Asia Youth Chess
Championships Open & Girls under 8,
10, 12, 14, 16 & 18 18-20 September
2021
The 8th Garden Suburb Chess
Tournament

vhttps://aicf.in/registration-for-asian-
youth-online-chess-championship-2021/
https://aicf.in/registration-for-western-
asian-online-chess-championship-2021/
https://chesscoachingservices.net/online-
payments/london-junior-qualifier
https://www.fide.com\
(InternationalChess Federation)
https://new.uschess.org/upcoming-
tournaments (For US Students)
https://www.englishchess.org.uk/event-
calendar (For UK Students)
https://aicf.in/ (For Indian Students)
https://auschess.org.au/ (For Australian
Students)
https://www.singaporechess.org.sg/ (For
Singapore Students)
https://en.chessbase.com/
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EDITOR'S DESK
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Chief Editor :

Kajal Kaur
Co-founder, DCA,

BTech & MBA,
Over 10 yrs experience in IT,Banking.in various

MNCs.

 Assistant Editor:

P. Jeevitha
Project Coordinator, DCA,

BBA (Icfai University)

Special Mention :

Amit Mohanty, Rishpal
Singh  for their
support and guidance 
& to all the DCA
coaches 


